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As Dialogue completes its first year of publication, there is much cause
for optimism. The chief dangers facing a new publication, financial difficulty
and lack of good material to print, have been, if not wholly conquered, at
least held at bay. The enthusiasm of the editors and staff and of authors and
readers has remained high; subscriptions have increased until they are ap-
proaching 5,000 (five times our original estimate for 1966) and manuscripts
of good quality and variety continue to arrive. There have been growing pains
— additional expenses, delays in handling the great volume of correspondence,
frustration in programming subscription fulfillment for the computer (which
is finally being held at bay). We appreciate the patient support of our sub-
scribers and are happy to announce that careful cost analysis and planning
allow us to hold our rate increase of $1.00 and to delay it until February 1,
1967, so that present subscribers can give gifts and renew for up to three years
at the old rate.

Featured in this issue is Karl Keller's edition of "The Life and Testimony
of Sidney Rigdon" by John Wickliffe Rigdon. This manuscript lecture was
discovered by Mr. Keller while he was teaching at a small town in New York
near where Sidney Rigdon lived and died after he rejected the selection of
Brigham Young instead of himself as leader of the Church after the death of
Joseph Smith. Given in local colleges near the turn of the century by Rigdon's
son as an attempted vindication of his talented father's strangely divided life,
it provides the only generally available version of that son's first-hand account
of early Mormon history and of the father's old-age witness to his surprised
son of the divinity of the Book of Mormon and of Joseph Smith's prophetic
calling.

In a review of two new books on the Mormons, Robert Mullen's The
Latter-day Saints and Wallace Turner's The Mormon Establishment, Leonard
Arrington reminds us of the two most neglected aspects of the Mormon his-
torical experience — the modern and the international. Two writers in this
issue help repair this neglect — Elder G. Benson Whittle with his note on the
problems and achievements of missionaries from North America in Brazil and
Rao Lindsay with his history of the frustrated dream of a colony for Mormon
converts in the Near East.

The issue includes a review essay on Wallace Stegner's writings about the
Mormons, a roundtable on the fate of art and religion in a society based on
"market-place" values, and a rather optimistic analysis of the condition of both
free agency and freedom in a time of the New Morality and the Welfare State.
All lively reading.

And for this season, the issue contains a special Christmas sermon by
Lowell Bennion on the grace of Jesus Christ.
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